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Who am I
• Research Professor Mathematical Engineering

• Department of Computer Science, KU Leuven

• NUMA (Numerical analysis and applied mathematics)

• Simulation of differential equations and stochastic processes

• Strong interest in education & outreach

Fusion energy
Tumor growth Polymer deformation



Platform Wiskunde Vlaanderen – stay tuned!



Why go into a maths profession?

• Beauty, elegance

• Riddles, brain exercise

• Challenging

• Developing generic skills

• Become rich!

• Improve the world!



Everything is mathematics: 
you just need to look!



X-Factor: target audience

• Teachers

• Active engineers

• Pupils and students

• Others

• Convince students of the importance of maths
• Motivate students to put in an effort to learn

• Show importance of maths for fundamental innovation
• Illustrate economic potential of maths R&D

• Highlight the role of maths in engineering studies
• Show mathematical engineering as a new specialization

• Illustrate the rol of mathematics in helping society
• Illuminating the role of mathematician/math engineers



The book itself: content

• Three parts
• Home-, garden- and kitchen mathematics

• Mathematics for professional use

• Maths for the grand societal challenges

• Each part
• 6 or 7 stories, 10 pages each

• To be read separately

• Interspersed with funny anecdotes



Home-, garden- and kitchen maths

1)  What does a DigiPass do?

2)  Why do my friends have more friends than me?

Tea pots and pony tails

3) Are the polls right? 

4)  Hearing aids

Relative perception

5) Google PageRank

6) From game of goose to Machiavelli





Mathematics for professionals

7) Wind energy

8) Noise reduction in factories

The sound of the perfect engine

9) Virtual design of new products

10) Art history

11) Bike sharing

R. Bridson, mathematician and Oscar winner 

12) Mind-reading computers

13) Computer predictions





Mathematics for great societal challenges

14) Will smart girls stay single?

15)  Where to store all our data? 

Stelarc, the man with a third arm

16) Self-driving cars

17)  Stability of banking systems

18)  Climate changes

Rubber ducks floating in the ocean

19) War and peace

20) Disease spreading and bioterrorism



Where are we in this talk?

• General public

• Active engineers

• Pupils and students

• Teachers
• Convince students of the importance of maths
• Motivate students to put in an effort to learn

• Show importance of maths for fundamental innovation
• Illustrate economic potential of maths R&D

• Highlight the role of maths in engineering studies
• Show mathematical engineering as a new specialization

• Illustrate the rol of mathematics in helping society
• Illuminating the role of mathematician/math engineers



Teaching context needs something extra



• Math is there to test our intelligence. We will never need it.

• All mathematics has been invented already.

• You are a maths person, or you are not.

• Math is about memorizing rules.

• Math is about recipes for arithmetic and computations.

• Errors are horrible and need to be avoided.

• There is no creativity in maths. No collaboration either.
15

Math anxiety and aversion
Misconceptions and hurdles for maths teachers



• Low-entry/heigh-ceiling tasks

• Discovering patterns and structure

• Collaboration/reflective attitude

• Focus on insight and connections

• Many roads lead to a solution

• Growth mindset

• Errors stimulate brain growth

• Process evaluation



Proposal: mathematical modelling as core!

• Translation of problem into formulas: mathematical modelling

• Needs a continuous effort, across subjects and time



Start a new math subject via real-life experience

• 17-18yo remote vacation house     //     15-16yo Blocking fraudulous bank 
cards



Moderated discussion: pupils discuss the problem

• Figure out what needs to be computed

• Examples: power generated by solar panel  //  separate fraud from normal use



Reduce to a mathematical problem

• Examples: compute area under a curve     //      determine a separating line

• Students realise they need new mathematics



Voorbeelden voor de eerste graad



Four fours problem

Mathematical dice

Execute task -> generate an idea



Growing patterns

Programming in Scratch



Expected outcome and result

• Students can (partially) solve the problem

• Students learn that the acquired math is useful and crucial.

• Maths is tought in usual generic/abstract way; can be applied elsewhere

• This last point can be trained explicitly.



Observations from practical tests

• Teachers find mathematical modeling a big bonus, but pupils did not
acquire a deep insight in the broad potential of mathematical modelling

• This desired effect can only be achieved by modelling on a regular basis

• The approach combines nicely with existing lecture material. Still some
preparation for the teacher.

• Most pupils indicated that the approach strengthened their belief that
mathematics is useful for society.

• Pupils understood connection between maths and the specific problem, 
but did not feel they were learning specifically for the problem at hand.

• The general and abstract nature of mathematics is conserved!



Conclusions from practical tests: caveats

• Preparation via group assignments crucial to stimulate individual thinking

• Difficulties for the teacher to be a “coach” instead of “expert” 

• Few experience with this approach (loss of control)

• Fear with teachers that pupils will not appreciate the approach

• Time pressure and extremely full calendar of topics

• There is room to use this approach multiple times, but not always with the
intensive group discussions.

• Yet, the group discussions the greatest strength of the approach.



General conclusions

• Stories about mathematics can

• To use applications in math lectures in high school, focus should be on

• Convince students of the importance of maths
• Motivate students to put in an effort to learn

• Illustrate the rol of mathematics in helping society
• Illuminating the role of mathematician/math engineers

• Mathematical modeling to make connection with reality
• Moderated discussion to stimulate creativity and critical thinking
• Interaction between abstraction and application
• Growth mindset – reducing anxiety and aversion



Thank you!

Time for questions ?


